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Background: Despite the long history of Korean foods, the truth and history behind them are either
scaled down or distorted due to several scholars who happen to “know” hanja (漢字). A representative
case is the distortion of the history of gochu, which inﬂicts serious distortion on foods that also use the
very ingredient. As the distorted history of gochu is pushed forward to be true, the history and the origin
name words for gochu, gochujang, and bibimbap are perverted as a result. Hence, food research will
proceed in the right direction when such misrepresented origin names are corrected.
Methods: This paper aims to correct the existing inaccurate theories by following the principal that the
existence of objects come before their written records, analyzing the actual old records of gochu, kimchi,
and bibimbap, and integrating them with the development process of Korean verbal and written lan-
guage. In addition, reasons as to why scholars resorted to such distorted claims will be explained.
Results: It is entirely wrong to take hanja names as the origin names for Korean traditional foods simply
based on the hanja records of these foods or agricultural products. The hanja records only mean that the
Korean people simply borrowed hanja to write the names of the foods they made and enjoyed for a long
time. This being said, the claims that the origins names for gochu, kimchi, and bibimbap are gocho (苦椒),
chimchae (沈菜), and koldonban (滑董飯) are false. In fact, the correct ones are gochyo (고쵸), dimchae
(딤 ), and bubuimbap (부뷤밥). The reason why scholars kept on arguing that the hanja names are the
origin names lies in their attempt to distort the history of gochu, kimchi, and bibimbap in order to
rationalize their claims that gochu were introduced during Imjinwareran Wardthe Japanese Invasion of
Korea in 1592.
Conclusion: Gochu, kimchi, and bibimbap have thousands of years of history and have been called with
pure Korean name words. It was only that they were recorded in the form of hanja during the time
written Korean was undervalued where people insisted borrowing Chinese characters to write despite
written Korean being available. Thus, gocho (苦椒), chimchae (沈菜), and koldonban (滑董飯) are not the
origin names. The pure Korean names used even by the people back then are the actual ones: gochyo (고
쵸), dimchae (딤 ), and bubuimbap (부뷤밥).
Copyright © 2015, Korea Food Research Institute, Published by Elsevier. This is an open access article
under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
As with history and science, mankind does not advance in the
order that language comes ﬁrst, then mankind, and objects there-
after. It is also not the case that records come ﬁrst before actual
objects. In other words, nature, mankind, and objects existed ﬁrst,titute, 62 Anyangpankyo-ro
orea.
titute, Published by Elsevier. This iswhich were followed by the names of the objects and their records
thereafter. One must be particularly cautious with hanja records
because they consist of ideographic letters. However, when un-
derstanding the past by inference, records are the only means to
understanding background information in Asia.
Although this does not mean that records are inaccurate, it is
clearly inappropriate to make fragmentary claims or distort records
by going against the aforementioned order, which all nature or
history of mankind are subject to. In order to discuss the names of
objects, one must accurately understand the contents of records.
Before analyzing the records, it is crucial to understand the naturalan open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
H.-J. Yang et al / Gochu, kimchi, and bibimbap 163principal of order that records come at the very end. In other words,
the Korean people have simply borrowed hanja to write the names
of things that have existed for a long time. Hence these hanja
names, which the Korean people came up with back then, cannot
be the origin names. It is wrong to argue that the hanja names are
the origin just because there are such hanja records. Before the
creation of Hangeul (Korean phonetic character created in 1433 by
King Sejong in Chosun Dynasty), people had to simply borrow hanja
to write names of things. They borrowed hanja letters that
expressed themeaning of theword they sought to write, and had to
do so since there was no written language that could convey their
verbal Korean language. Not only the meanings (意), but the pro-
nunciations (韻) were also sought to be phonetically delivered
through the hanja they borrowed. People continued to borrow
hanja even long after the creation of Hangeul into the 20th century,
due to the social norm where writing Hangeul was considered
lowly. Also, people who could not write hanja were considered
uneducated because despite the existence of Hangeul, people kept
using hanja. For this reason, it is illogical and going against the
order of nature to claim that the hanja versions are the origin of
Korean namewords. Onemust examinewhat kind of Korean names
or words existed before they were written and expressed in hanja.
The ones discovered in this process are the actual origin names.
It seems that many people who pursue research in food culture
come across the hanja expressions of various Korean foods
including gochu, kimchi, and bibimbap in hanja books, and easily
claim that those expressions are the origin names. As mentioned,
this is far from being true, and their claims go against human na-
ture. What is worse is that despite the fact that the Korean names
are shown and recorded in Hunmongjahoe (訓蒙字會) [1], a dictio-
nary of Hangeul expressions of hanja written after the creation of
Hangeul, some still argue the Hangeul names in the book are not the
origin names. Because of such false claims, the history of gochu
(chilli), kimchi, and bibimbap is perverted, which is undercutting
the value of the dishes that can gain strong global presence as
representative Korean foods and ultimately imposing serious re-
strictions in the development of Korean foods. It is more than
necessary to analyze records and documents taking the scientiﬁcFig. 1. The Hangeul, 고쵸, and hanja cho (椒) are clearly printed in chapter Jolhaesapproach that follows the natural order and correct the distortions
surrounding the history and origin names for foods including
gochu, kimchi, and bibimbap, which have occurred due to incorrect
claims by scholars who took on nonscientiﬁc approaches.
Accordingly, this paper aims to scientiﬁcally reveal how these
claims turn out to be ﬂawed by pin-pointing each part of these
claims, examining the reasons why these claims have been made,
and analyzing related records and documents to discover when the
true origin names began to be recorded in hanja and prove that
these hanja expressions are not the origin names after all.
2. The origin name for gochu
In the 15th century document Kukeupkanibang (救急簡易方) [2]
and the 16th century book Hunmongjahoe (訓蒙字會), Choi (崔世
珍) [1] states that the hanja letter cho (椒) was called gochyo (고쵸)
in Korean (Figs 1, 2). These two references are irreversible evidence
to the fact that gochyo was the origin name for modern gochu [3].
For a long time, the Korean people have been enjoying gochu, and
although it was recorded as cho in hanja, they were called gochyo.
Despite this fact, Bae and Lee [4] began to pervert the origin name
for gochu to maintain his false claim [3,5] that “gochu were intro-
duced in Korea during the ImjinwaeranWar in 1592” [4]. Those that
followed his view came up with other ﬂawed yet convincing claims
[6,7]. Awell-knownKorean history scholar who believed in Bae and
Lee's [4] claim of gochu being introduced in Korea during the
Imjinwaeran, ended up announcing that the origin name for gochu
came from the hanja expression, gocho (苦椒) [8]. What is worse is
that a Japanese scholar began tomake a groundless claim [7], which
few could counter-argue against, that the word gochu came from
Japanese since gochu was said to have originated from Japan. Such
unreliable claims will thus be discussed in this paper.
As mentioned previously, Kukeupkanibang [2] and Hunmongja-
hoe [1] are books that were written merely a few decades after the
creation ofHangeul.Nevertheless, the books clearly show that there
was an object called gochyo, which was expressed in hanja as cho
(椒) (Figs 1, 2). It is paramount to see this as what it is. Unless there
is a solid basis to interpret otherwise, gochyo should be gochu. Inu (卒咳嗽) of Kukeupkanibang (救急簡易方) wrote by Yun (尹壕) et al in 1489.
Fig. 2. Original names of vegetables or fruits in the Chosun Dynasty written in Hunmongjahoe (訓蒙字會) by Choi (崔世珍) in 1527. All the fruits name including gochu are the same
in these times: persimmon (감), strawberry (딸기), grape fruit (머루), and so on (right side). The meaning of anlaut go (苦) of gochu (苦椒) is bitter (감고) (not spicy). The hanja
meaning spicy and hot are still printed as sin (辛) and nal (辣) (left side). Thus, it is not correct and scientiﬁc that go (苦) in gochu (苦椒) can mean spicy and hot.
J Ethn Foods 2015; 2: 162e172164particular, the more recent book Hunmongjahoe clearly writes that
there was a food called gochyo, which was widely enjoyed by the
Korean people for a long time and was written as cho (椒).
Accepting this as what it is, one can easily acknowledge that the
origin of gochu was gochyo. However, Bae and Lee [4] and others
argue that the ﬁrst hanja letter of the word gocho, go (苦), contains
the meaning of “spicy,” [6,9] to rationalize his fallible claim that
gochu was introduced to Korea during the Imjinwaeran [4]. In fact,
drawing from records in Hunmongjahoe, the hanja letter “苦” was
“go,” which meant “bitter,” not “spicy or hot.” Hence, Lee [6] and
Chung's [9] claim that “go (苦)” meant “spicy” is clearly incorrect. If
one really sought to emphasize the meaning of “spicy” in hanja, he
or she should have expressed gochu as sincho (辛椒) or nalcho (辣椒)
(left side of Figs 2, 3). There is zero possibility that people have used
a difﬁcult name or word that did not exist in the dictionary. When
there are no written language, people naturally start calling an
object without a name using a certain word, which eventually gets
called often and becomes a name. They would not use a name (苦)
that does not even carry the meaning of “spicy” in hanja out of
nowhere. Lee's [6] claim that the origin name for gochu is hanja
gocho (苦椒) is thus simply more than inaccurate.A Korean scholar in Japan called Chung (鄭大聲) took in Lee's
claim, and reinforced the faulty claim that gochu was used to be
called buncho (蕃椒), waegaeja (倭介子), and namancho (南蠻椒),
which became gocho (苦椒) in Korea and eventually developed into
gochu of today [9,10]. Chung even came up with a groundless claim
that the hanja go (苦), which originally means “bitter”, also carries
the meaning of “hot and stimulating spiciness that causes pain” [9].
Scholars or scientists should analyze what is observed, not come up
with manipulative claims that forcibly rationalize their arguments.
A Korean scholar who also fell for Lee's ﬂawed claim was another
Lee [8]. Assuming that gochu did not exist in Korea before the
Imjinwaeran, he came up with another scholarly theory [8]. It was
that the gochu in Kukeupkanibang andHunmongjahoewas not gochu
(chilli) but black pepper. He argued that since hanja records exist
for gocho (苦椒) in 17th-century writings, gocho (苦椒) is the origin
name for gochu. As with other great scholars, Lee [8] also attempted
to discover the origin name purely based onwhat the records show
in old writings. However, he was mistaken in two ways. Firstly, he
assumed that gochuwas not introduced until the Imjinwaeran, and
secondly, he attempted to ﬁnd the origin of a Koreanword in hanja
records.
Fig. 3. Yuhap (類合) in Namdokopan (南道古板) also showed that anlaut go (苦) of gochu
(苦椒) means bitter rather than spicy as in case of Hunmongjahoe.
H.-J. Yang et al / Gochu, kimchi, and bibimbap 165The ﬁrst one is an understandable mistake since he is not a
scientist. However, as a humanities scholar, he has committed a
huge error. He dismissed the fact that objects came before records,
and that there were Korean words for calling these objects, which
were then expressed in hanja. Thus, despite being the responsibility
of a true linguist to explore how Korean words were coined, he
mistakenly attempted to ﬁnd the origins of the Korean names inFig. 4. In this book from the early 17th century, Sauikyunhombang (Medical Book of Four D
already printed. This is controversial as Lee's argues that “Gochu in Hanja appeared after thhanja records. For example, it is the duty of a linguist to ﬁnd out
how “people” ended up being called “people”, or how “trees” ended
up being called “trees.” Of course, this is very difﬁcult. This is why
the role of a linguist is extremely important.
In Korea, before the creation of Hangeul, there were no pho-
netic letters that could record names of things the way they were
called or pronounced in Korean (there were letters called idu
during the Silla Dynasty, which disappeared after little usage).
Even after the creation of Hangeul, people kept recording things
in hanja to show off how they are “educated.” This is why the
elites sought to come up with new hanja letters that conveyed
the meaning or the pronunciation of Korean words. Drawing from
the records in Kukeupkanibang and Hunmongjahoe, people called
gochu gochyo (椒) and wrote it as cho [1,2]. This shows the origin
name was gochyo, of which its hanja expression was cho at ﬁrst.
After Hangeul was created, the Korean word gochyo was written
as gocho [고쵸]. While the second hanja letter was 椒, the ﬁrst
letter interchangeably used 古, 告, and 苦, which afterwards
ﬁxated as 苦, becoming gocho (苦椒) (Fig. 4). Various false claims
ultimately engendered other groundless claims like gochu origi-
nating from Japan. In various Japanese documents including
Daehwaboncho (大和本草), there are records that gochu came
from Chosun (Korea) and that it was called koryohocho (高麗胡椒)
or kosyo (こしょう) in Japanese [11,12]. As Korea's gochyo was
introduced into Japan, the Japanese version must have been
inspired by the original Korean word thereby creating koryohocho
and kosyo from gochyo. Despite this, Kurita (栗田英二) [7] refuted
that gochu originated from the Japanese name “kosyo (こしょう).”
Unlike Japanese records [11,12] like Daehwaboncho (大和本草)
Damunwonilki (多聞院日記), such argument is the result of the
wrongful claims in Korea in the ﬁrst place and is hugely due to
Korean food scientists who have let such errors and pervasion to
occur. If these distortions are left as they are, the Japanese peopleoctors, 四醫經驗方) printed around 1608e1649, Hanja Gocho (苦椒) meaning gochu is
e 18th century” [21], which means his proposal cannot be supported by the literature.
J Ethn Foods 2015; 2: 162e172166will continue to pervert the history of Korean food culture, which
is already too dreary to imagine.
Under the assumption that gochujang did not exist before the
introduction of gochu during the Imjinwaeran, Lee [13] even goes
to another level of manipulating academic records by changing the
author of Somunsaseol (謏聞事說), which is a book that contains
records of Sunchang-gochujang (淳昌苦艹醬), from Lee SP (李時弼,
1657e1724) to Lee P (李杓, 1680e1724) [14]. Even for Lee himself,
he thought that since Somunsaseolwas written in 1715 or the early
18th century, this was too short a period of time for gochujang to be
developed after gochu being introduced in 1592. Hence he changed
the author to Lee P. However, the time pushed back was merely
20e30 years, which meant that even if the author was Lee P, the
100 years was still too short for gochujang to exist and become
well-known enough to be recorded in books. Lee eventually ac-
cepts this fact and comes up with another manipulated claim
Sunchang-gochujang in Somunsaseolwas made of black pepper, not
gochu [15]. This is purely the result of not accepting or considering
scientiﬁc literatures or data and sticking to one's own stubborn-
ness. Back then, in Korea, not many were afﬂuent enough to buy
black pepper to make gochujang, especially in Sunchang. The price
of one mal (Korean unit of volume measurement, about 20 kg) of
black pepper was equal to that of a horse [16]. Black peppers were
not and still are not produced in Korea [17]. Even a document
called Uiyeongo (義盈庫) writes that there were not much huchu
(胡椒, black pepper) stored in Korea [18]. Considering this, the
claim that gochujang was made of huchu is not even worth being
discussed. The origin name of gochu should be found within the
Korean language, not in the hanja expressions. For a long time,
gochu existed in Korea, and was called gochyo. It was recorded as
cho (椒) until it became and was recorded as gocho (苦椒) to
capture the pronunciation of the Korean word after Hangeul wasFig. 5. Gochujang fermented by gochu powder with rice and soybean were already writte
gochujang (淳昌苦艹醬) in Chapter of Sikchi (食治) from Lee SP (李時弼, 1657e1724). Accord
gochujang was already existed as a favorite food since a couple of centuries ago.created. Thus, through the process of monophthongization (vowel
shortening), gochyo became gocho, which eventually evolved into
gochu of today (Fig. 5).
3. The origin name for kimchi
Just like the origin name for gochu, kimchi is faced with similar
problems. Various literatures like Hunmojahoe (訓蒙字會) (Fig. 6),
Sinjeung-yuhap (新增類合) (Fig. 7), Naehun (內訓) (Fig. 8), and Kani-
buckonbang (簡易璧瘟方) (Fig. 9) have records of pure Koreanwords
like dimchae (딤 ), timchae (팀 ) (Figs 9,10), and dihi (디히) (Fig.11),
and yet scholars only stuck to their hanja expressions. The litera-
tures above show that kimchiwas called dimchae, timchae, and dihi,
and written as Jeo (저,菹) in hanja. In other words, the books show
that theword kimchi originated from the pure Koreanword dimchae
(딤 ,菹). However, some began to groundlessly claim that theword
“kimchi” was derived from chimchae (沈菜), which was the hanja
record that came much later in time [19]. Such is a representative
error made by scholars who belittle Korean and Hangeul or by
people who have toadyish or pro-Japanese views. This is not simply
an error but pervasion of history. Even from the historical
perspective, ﬁnding the origin name for an object in Korea from
hanja notations is irrational.
The ﬁrst person who mentioned the expression for kimchi was
Choi [20]. Choi wrote that Korea's kimchiwas called jimchi (짐치) or
kimchi, which was written as chimji (沈漬) in hanja. He mentioned
about this only to this extent. It seemed he did not come across the
hanja expression, chimchae (沈菜), because he did not mention this
word. Perhaps chimji (沈漬) was also inﬂuenced by Japan's Tsuke-
mono (漬物). However, it is unknown as to why kimchiwas referred
to as chimji as he did not cite any other references. What is clear
though is that he did not say that the origin name for kimchi isn in Somunsaseol (謏聞事說) [13], which is a book that contains records of Sunchang-
ing to the literature, Sunchang-gochujang was already famous in Korea, which means
Fig. 6. Hunmojahoe (訓蒙字會) as in Fig. 2, jo (菹) representing kimchiwas clearlywrittenwith its pronunciation (dimchae,딤 ). At that time, noodles (麵) and tea (茶) are also favorite
foods. Dimchae (菹) is the origin of kimchi. Chimchae (沈菜) is merely written by borrowing from Hanja to follow the pronunciation of the Korean name of kimchi, dimchae (딤 ).
Fig. 7. The same as in Hunmonjahoe in Fig. 6, Jyo (菹, dimchae, 딤 ) was written in
Sinjeung-yuhap (新增類合), a new version of Yuhap (類合) (Fig. 3), which was written by
Ryu (柳希春) in 1576. Chimchae cannot be the origin name of kimchi.
H.-J. Yang et al / Gochu, kimchi, and bibimbap 167chimji. He only said kimchi was expressed as chimji in hanja. Thus
his records are not deemed to bewrong. In other words, kimchiwas
called kimchi, but was only expressed as chimji in hanja. His records
do not state that chimji became kimchi.
While Choi's records cannot further be interpreted, Lee makes a
huge error doing so under the pretence of research [19,21]. Lee ends
up making a big mistake by saying jeo (菹) in Hunmongjahoe was
dimchae (딤 ), of which came from the pronunciation of chimchae
(沈菜). This ﬂawed claim that kimchi originates from chimchae (沈
菜) had no supporting evidence or logical explanations. Not only
that, kimchi was lowered to merely salt-seasoned food, not the one
that went through a fermentation process [21]. The Korean ances-
tors who did not know Hangeul or hanjamade and enjoyed kimchi,
and it was called kimchi for a long time. How can one even think and
argue that the people who did not know hanja have come up with a
hanja expression for kimchi? This is the same as ﬁnding the root of
pure Koreanwords like person (사람), tree (나무), or elephant (코끼
리) in hanja words. As scholars like Lee [19,21] who studied food
and culture stuck to such claims, others began to believe and accept
them. People began to simply take in the claims by Lee without
verifying the accuracy of the information, and eventually reinforc-
ing and disseminating it [22,23]. Ultimately, Lee's claim is merely
one of the many unveriﬁed, groundless claims that resulted from
the wrong assumption aforementioned in the paper [5,24]dthat
gochuwas introduced to Korea during the Imjinwaerandnot being
corrected. After all, to address the illogicality of what is Jeo (菹)
in Hunmongjahoe, sophistry had to be employed saying Jeo (菹)
Fig. 8. Naehun (內訓) which was written by Sohyewanghu (昭惠王后) in 1475 in the Palace. Kimchi was written as dimchae (沉菜) as well as 菹. Hanja, 沉菜, borrowing from the
pronunciation of 菹 was also written by some people, even in the same book.
J Ethn Foods 2015; 2: 162e172168referred to kimchi made without gochu during the Goryo dynasty,
the time before Hunmongjahoe was pressed [19,25].
It is the responsibility of Korean linguists to study how objects
were given their pure Korean names. However there is anotherFig. 9. Hangeul “timchae (팀 )” as well as dimchae (딤 ) was also written in Kani-
buckonbang (簡易壁瘟方) by Kim (金順夢) et al in 1578. Cold kimchi-kuk (菹汁, 팀  국)
was used for stomach relief.Korean linguist like Lee [8] who was involved in groundless claims
made by Lee [19,21]. Park [26], just like Lee [8], ignored all the
records of jeo (菹)dwhich meant kimchi (딤 , 팀 , 디히)dthat
existed before 1592 to justify that gochu was introduced in KoreaFig. 10. Sohakonhae (小學諺解) was published to teach Sohak [(小學 written by Juja (朱
子)] in Korean in 1586. Jyo (져, 菹) was translated as Hangeul timchae (팀 ) like Kani-
buckonbang (簡易壁瘟方).
Fig. 11. Kimchi (菹) was translated as Hangeul dihi (디히) in Dusi-Eonhe (杜詩諺解)
which was published to teach Poems of Dubo (杜甫, Tang(唐) Dynasty of China) in 1481
in Korea.
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derived from chimchae (‘沈菜’) [26], and that it is a Koreanword, not
Chinese, that borrowed hanja. Even if the word kimchi was not
Chinese, how can a Korean word be created having borrowed
Chinese hanja? Korean words can be expressed in hanja, but how
can people who did not know either Hangeul or hanja borrow hanjaFig. 12. Jimchae (짐 ) ﬁrst appeared in Duchang-kyonghombang (痘瘡經驗方) written by Parkto come up with Koreanwords? It is toomuch of a pride issue and a
big mistake for people who have studied hanja to assume that only
those who know it can come up with name words. The so-called
Korean linguist committed such a big error. In other words, the
Korean name words,딤 or팀 , were only being recorded in hanja
as chimchae (沈菜). Of course, the expression for kimchi was at ﬁrst
jeo. After the creation of Hangeul, the Korean people were able to
write it as dimchae or timchae inHangeul, and also came upwith the
hanja expression chimchae that both captured the meaning and the
sound of the Korean name word. Despite this, Lee [19,21] claimed
that chimchae (沈菜) was the origin name for kimchi, which is
entirely wrong and can be logically discovered so in the claim by
Park [26]. Nevertheless, the claim by Park that dimchae (딤 ) or
timchae(팀 ) possibly developed into jimchae (짐 ), chimchae
(침 ), jimchui (짐츼), jimchi (짐치) through vowel shortening and
palatalization (Figs. 10, 12, 13), and eventually become kimchi of
today through false regression is true [26,27].
Park makes the same mistake [26] of arguing that the hanja
expression is the origin name for the word 디히, which is another
word for kimchi recorded in books like Dusi-Eonhae (杜詩諺解)
(Fig. 11). Such is a groundless argument created by those who know
hanja simply playingwith it. People thousands of years agowho did
not know hanja could have not have borrowed hanja to come up
with Korean name words. The name words were passed down
because people around them or their ancestors were calling things
by those words. Names for objects are not simply decided by only
people that know hanja. Several scholars [28,29] who realized that
chimchae (침 , 沉菜) (Fig. 8) cannot change into dimchae (딤 )
began having doubts in claims asserted by Park and Lee, and sought
supporting documents, which they however failed [30]. Hence if
chimchae is the origin, there is no case whatsoever for chimchae to
evolve into dimchae in Korean linguistics. Thus, dimchae may
become jimchae through palatalization, but chimchae can never
possibly evolve into dimchae [3,29]. Despite such various doubts,
the scholars did not abandon the claim that chimchae is the origin(朴震禧) in around 1663. Dimchae (딤 ) was changed to jimchae (짐 ) by palatalization.
Fig. 13. In Ahak (兒學) which was published by Chung (丁若鏞, 1762e1836) to teach children, kimchi (김치) was written by false regression from jimchi (짐치) after
monophthongization of jimchae (짐 ) to jimchi (짐치).
J Ethn Foods 2015; 2: 162e172170name for kimchi [29,30]. This is understandable considering how
humanities experts had to abide by the assumption that “gochu
came into Korea during the Imjinwaeran” claimed by naturalists.
Through such process, many people began to use and cite the
claims by Lee and Park [31,32]. As this error continued on, the
history of the making of kimchi was also manipulated, and was
degraded down to only equal that of simply made Korean pickles
[33]. It is even today seriously perverting Korea's food culture,
which is in need of an immediate ﬁx.
In the aforementioned views, the origin of the word kimchi can
never be chimchae (沈菜) but dimchae (딤 ) or timchae (팀 ), which
are pure Korean words. Looking for the origin of terms for Korean
food that are only found in Korea in hanjawords is never right and
should always be avoided in all food cultures. Once again, through
vowel shortening and palatalization, the process of딤 /짐 /짐
츼/짐치/김치 gave birth to the standard word kimchi of today. At
the same time, other claims that Korean words jimjang (짐장) or
kimjang (김장) [24]dthat mean making kimchi during falldcame
from chimjang 침장 (沈醬) are all ﬂawed for the same reason. As
such unscientiﬁc stories are rampant, Yoon [34] goes to another
level to come up with an entirely unfounded claim that kimjang
originated from jinjang (陳藏).4. The origin name for bibimbap
As inaccurate claims regarding the origin of words for gochu and
kimchiwere repeated again and again, some began to argue that the
word bibimbap also originated from hanja. As mentioned in a paper
[35], bibimbap was enjoyed by the Korean people for thousands of
years, yet some argued that the origin of the word was koldongban
(骨董飯) [36] just because the hanja record preceded the Hangeul
record. Afterwards, without little doubt, scholars easily cited this
claim, and the origin of word for bibimbap was distortedly claimed
as koldongban.
Just like gochu and kimchi, people back then enjoyed bibimbap
for a long time and must have called it bubuiembap (부뷔움밥),
which was sought to be recorded in hanja [35]. The major premise
of research in the origin of Korea's food lies in analyzing the
background. Accordingly, the origin name for bibimbap can be
found by examining the hanja and Hangeul records of bibimbap. Of
course hanja records always precede that of Hangeul in Korean
literature. Even though Hangeul was there, scholars considered or
undervalued it as onmun (언문) or anakgeul (아낙글, Women's let-
ters). Claiming that a Korean word's origin is hanja just because of
the time order is simply misunderstanding the formation process
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people avoided writing in Hangeul and preferred to write in hanja.
As mentioned earlier in a paper [35], the record of bibimbap ﬁrst
appeared in Yokjokumun (歷朝舊聞) [37] of Kijae-jabki (寄齋雜記) by
Park (朴東亮) in the end of 16th century (around 1590). In this re-
cord, hondonban (混沌飯) was bibimbap. Hangeul record-
dbubuiembap (브뷔음밥)don the other hand comes 200 years
after in Mongyupyun (蒙喩篇) written in 1810 [35,38].
Unlike gochu or kimchi that had Hangeul expressions, cho초(椒)
and jeo 저(菹), bibimbap does not have such. Nevertheless the
Chinese Character Dictionary (漢大字展) contained “bubuida (부뷔
다)” or “bubuiem (부뷔움), Dong (董)”[39] in hanja, which meant
“mix” or “bibida” in Korean. As such, the book shows that there was
a hanja (Chinese character,漢字語), ‘부뷔움’ Dong (董), whichmeant
“bibida” or “mix” [35]. In the 19th century document Myungmul-
kiryak (名物紀略), both Hangeul and hanja records of bibimbapwere
included simultaneously in which they were expressed as bubiban
(捊排飯) and koldongban (骨董飯) [40]. In the case of bubiban (捊排
飯) inMyungmul-kiryak (名物紀略), one can immediately know that
it was intended to carry the similar sound of the Korean word
bubiumbap (부비움밥). Later in Siuijonseo (是議全書) [41] of the
late 19th century, both hanja versiondkoldongban (汨董飯, 부븸
밥)dandHangeul version (bubuimbap), were recorded together and
the recipe for the food was recorded in pure Korean language [41].
Later, starting from the Korean notation, bubiumbap (부뷔움밥),
it was variously recorded as bubiembap (부비음밥), bubuimbap
(부뷤밥), bubeimbap (부븸밥), bubuinbap (부뷘밥), and bubimbap
(부빔밥) [35].
Taking into account all these references, various terms existed like
bubiumbap, bubiembap, bubuimbap, bubeimbap, bubuinbap, or
bubimbap back then as the Korean notation system was yet to be
established while the food, bibimbap, was there for a long time. In
hanja expressions, it was written as koldongban (骨董飯, 汨董飯),
hondonban (混沌飯), andbubiban (捊排飯) andalsobanyuban (盤遊飯)
in Chinese expression. The records of koldongban (骨董飯, 汨董飯),
Hondonban (混沌飯), and bubiban (捊排飯) show the very three pos-
sibilities discussed earlier in this paper regarding the expression of
Korean words in hanja [35]. In other words, when people of the
Chosun dynasty sought to record a word in hanja, they either had to
express themeaning (意) or the sound (韻) of theword [35]. Thus, the
newlycreatedhanja terms likedongban (董飯) (althoughno literature,
including the records of dongban as bubiembap, were found) and
hondonbanwere used for the meaning of bubuiembapwhile Bubiban
(捊排飯) was used as it carried the sound of the Korean term
bubuimbap. Also, the Chineseword of soup (Kaeng,羹), Koldongkaeng
(骨董羹), gave inspiration to coin koldongban (骨董飯) [41, 42].
Thus, koldongban (骨董飯, 汨董飯), hondonban (混沌飯), and
bubiban (捊排飯) are hanja expressions that were created after
people have thought long and hard about how the Korean word
bibimbap could be written in hanja. Thus they cannot be the origin
names. Likewise, the argument [36] asserted by several theorists
that bibimbap originated from koldongban is entirely false. Bibimbap
was assumed to have been there even before the Three Kingdom
Era of Korea, and was only notated as koldongban after the 15th
century. The claim that the ﬁrst record of bibimbap in Korea appears
in Siuijonseo (是議全書) [36] is groundless and untrue. In order for
the claims like that made by Lee and Chu [4,33] (gochu being
introduced in 1592) to be true, it must have been necessary to
shorten the history of bibimbap. As the history of gochujang was
distorted and shortened, bibimbap, which has its main ingredient,
gochujang, had to be subject to shorter history as well. Just like the
origin names for gochu and kimchi, the origins of bibimbap are
Korean words, bubuimem, bubiem, and bubuimbap, and through
vowel shortening, they evolved into bubimbap and eventually into
bibimbap of today through vowel retro-assimilation phenomena.The Korean language evolved since the time of creation of Hangeul,
where Korean words had characteristics of vowel plurality at ﬁrst.
Through vowel shortening (monophthongization) and consonant
shortening, words eventually evolved into that of today. For such
reason, some scholars argue that the ﬁrst record of bibimbap ap-
pears in the 20th century book, Siuijonseo (是議全書), and that the
origin is koldongban (混沌飯), but this is entirely false.
5. Conclusion
The claims that the origin names for foods we have been
enjoying for a long timedgochu, kimchi, and bibimbapdwhich are
gocho (苦椒), chimchae (沈菜), and koldongban (骨董飯) in hanja are
false, which entirely dismisses the development process of the
Korean language and records. They are the results of people
groundlessly assuming all the origins of Koreanwords can be found
in hanja. In order to study the origin of Korean name words,
questions such as “what kind of objects were there,” “how were
they called,” and “how were they recorded in hanja” should be
asked. Before the Chosun dynasty, Korean verbal language was
there, but no written language existed. Hence, people had to
borrow hanja to record names or words. After the creation of
Hangeul, however, people thought the Hangeul letters should only
be used by the uneducated or women, and the elites used hanja to
write instead. Thus hanja records inevitably preceded that of
Hangeul. In simple words, hanja was simply a means to record
Koreanwords inwritten form. Hence, gocho (苦椒), chimchae (沈菜),
and koldongban (骨董飯) are hanjawords that were created to carry
the meaning or the sound of pure Korean name words. After
examiningwhy these records were created, it is clear that the origin
names of gochu, kimchi, and bibimbap are gochyo, dimchae, and
bubuimbap. As stressed before, the reason for their groundless
claims were to justify how “gochu was introduced during the
Imjinwaeran in 1592.” As accepting gochyo and dimchae found in
books like Humongjahoe (訓蒙字會) or Naehun (內訓) as the origin
names would automatically falsify their claims on the timing of the
introduction of gochu, they devised other claims to further justify
themselves. Such acts are disrupting Korea's food culture. These
claims must be brought to justice.
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